Spelling-Sound Cards

Lessons 46–50
_y

- Mnemonic: “high kite”
- Grouped with i_e and _igh on a wall card
- This sound of y usually occurs at the end of a one-syllable word

My dog is happy.
-y
Lesson 46

My dog is happy.

- Mnemonic: “tree”
- Grouped with e_e, ee, and ea on a wall card
- This sound of y usually occurs at the end of a long (polysyllabic) word
The apple is red.
-ple
ou_

- Mnemonic: “ouch”
- Grouped with ow on a wall card
- Not usually at the end of a word

He found the way out.
ou_
ph

- Mnemonic: “flying fish”
- Grouped with f on a wall card

She took a photo.
oi_

- Mnemonic: “noisy toy”
- Grouped with _oy on a wall card
- Not usually at the end of a word

The boy put oil in the car.
_oy

- Mnemonic: “noisy toy”
- Grouped with oi_ on a wall card
- Not usually at the beginning of a word

The boy put oil in the car.